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Resolving doubts about ECT

Electroconvulsion therapy has come in for a good deal of
publicity and ill-informed criticism in recent years. One
welcome side effect of this has been some overdue research
into the efficacy, sequelae, and mode of action of the treatment,
and the results of this research were described last month at
a very successful conference at the University of Leicester.
The predictable bus load of protestors arrived for the opening
session, equipped with placards and balloons, but they did not
disrupt the proceedings, which for the most part supported the
conventional psychiatric view that convulsion therapy is an
effective and safe treatment for severe depression. Four double-
blind controlled trials were described at the meeting. Of these
the Edinburgh trial,' which showed a clear-cut difference
between ECT and dummy ECT, and the Southampton trial,2
which did not, had already been published but the other two
were new. The first, by Dr Eric West, was a double-blind
crossover trial which showed ECT to be dramatically superior
to dummy ECT in the treatment of melancholia. The second,
by Dr Pamela Taylor, was a double-blind trial in acute
schizophrenia which also showed a clear superiority for ECT.
The Edinburgh group had several studies to describe.

Firstly, a survey of "consumer opinion" had shown that
though few patients had enjoyed ECT most believed it had
helped them. Patients found ECT less frightening or un-
pleasant than going to the dentist. Secondly, a comparison of
carefully matched groups of depressives treated with and
without ECT had failed to show any differences on a battery
of tests of memory and other cognitive functions four months
after the start of treatment. Nevertheless, the group had tested
some former patients, identified by a newspaper appeal, who
were convinced their memories had been permanently affected
by ECT. The performance of these people on tests of remote
memory were substantially below population norms, suggesting
that at least in some people the treatment may have enduring
effects on memory.
Probably the most interesting work reported at the con-

ference was concerned with the mode of action of ECT. Dr
A R Green from the MRC Clinical Pharmacology Unit in
Oxford described the effects of inducing repeated convulsions
in rats.3 A series of convulsions induced at intervals of 24 or
48 hours had produced a consistent set of behavioural responses

attributable to enhanced postsynaptic sensitivity of dopa-
minergic, noradrenergic, and serotoninergic neurones. More-
over, these effects were not seen after single convulsions,
multiple convulsions in a single day, or subconvulsive shocks,
but they were produced by convulsions induced by inhalation
of the convulsant ether flurothyl; in other words, they were
produced only in circumstances closely analogous to human
ECT. At present it is not clear whether these changes in
postsynaptic sensitivity are a direct consequence of convulsive
activity in the brain or whether they are produced indirectly
by reduced release or synthesis of y-aminobutyric acid
(GABA), but either way they are the kinds of changes which
might be expected to relieve depression if current theories of
the mode of action of antidepressant drugs are correct. Finally,
Dr M J Stoker from Huddersfield reported finding that the
immediate memory impairment after ECT correlated highly
with the rise in systolic blood pressure accompanying the
procedure, thus raising the possibility that impairment of
memory might be prevented by blocking the rise in blood
pressure.4
Though the trial still in progress at Northwick Park could

yet throw a spanner in the works, the doubts raised three or
four years ago about the efficacy of ECT seem to have been
resolved. Future research, therefore, is likely to be directed
increasingly at the precise mode of action of the treatment,
with the long-term aim of producing the same effect either by
a more restricted electrical stimulation of the brain or by
conventional pharmacological means, thus obviating the need
for a treatment which, despite its efficacy, still has too much
of the blunderbuss about it for comfort.
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The case-control study

The concepts behind the case-control study have been known
for over a century, and 50 years have passed since the first
report' of such a study. Yet the method is still surrounded
by controversy, and unfavourable comparisons are made
between it and studies based on the experimental model or
on cohort follow-up. Nevertheless, reports of case-control
studies are becoming more frequent in the British Medical
Journal, the Lancet, and the New EnglandJournal of Medicine,
which suggests that they are both more popular and more
respectable than formerly.
What, then, is the case-control study? Essentially it is an

epidemiological tool that looks backward from effect to cause
-in contrast with other methods, such as the experimental
or cohort follow-up, in which effects are observed prospectively
to see what changes result. In the case-control study the
observer looks retrospectively at a group of patients with a
specific disorder (say, cancer of the endometrium) and
compares their rates of exposure to possibly relevant events
(say, use ofoestrogens as a treatment for menopausal symptoms)
with those in at least one other group. From these observations
deductions are made about the likelihood of different ex-
posures in each group affecting the problems under scrutiny.
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This method is quick and cheap; it is useful for the in-
vestigation of uncommon disease; and it allows the evaluation
of several aetiological factors acting synchronously or
separately. Case-control studies are now accepted by most
epidemiologists as one ofthe methods of generating hypotheses
and perhaps of testing them, but there is less agreement on
whether results need validation by other methods before they
become acceptable. A major criticism of case-controlled
studies is that, because results tend to be achieved quickly and
the topics under investigation tend to be those of public
interest, public debate occurs and policy decisions are taken
more rapidly than with other methods of study.
The statistical analysis of the results of case-control studies

has been refined over the past 20 years,2-4 but problems
remain: in particular, any retrospective study is less likely to
obtain the randomness and independent selection of each
individual that are found in the best prospective experimental
or cohort follow-up studies. Nevertheless, as Finney5 has
pointed out, the methods are there and they must be correctly
used. Clearly, the choice of controls and cases is all important.
Ideally the cases should be truly representative of all cases,
but this may not be possible, and sometimes selection may
have to be based on a single characteristic. The results can
still be important when such a study is considered along with
others based on different features, but if a large enough group
is available it may be possible to analyse by proper stratification
and obtain valid results for several entities in one group-
though there must be some suspicion of a study that whittles
a population down from thousands to a handful ofcases.
One of the chief problems for the investigator is the

elimination of bias. Sackett6 has catalogued 35 sources of bias,
and doubtless more remain to be discovered. These seem to
fall into three main groups. Firstly, selection bias is the most
difficult to eradicate, for it is extremely difficult to avoid
differential recruitment into the case and the control groups.
Patients who have been admitted to hospital present a clearly
defined group, but even they are artificially selected to some
extent, and one of the control groups should be drawn from
patients not admitted to hospital. Another cause of selection
bias is that cases may have passed through an investigation
sieve that the controls have avoided. Secondly, information
bias may occur more easily in a retrospective study than a
prospective one: all too easily the facts collected from the
records or the history may be incomplete or inaccurate. The
third common source of bias is that produced by the mis-
matching of cases and controls-confounding factors.7 One
way of minimising these is by choosing at least three in-
dependent control groups for the study.
The case-control study has had its successes, notably the

original demonstration of the associations between the
contraceptive pill and thromboembolism, but it has also
created problems, such as the unresolved debate about the
possible link between reserpine and breast cancer. Its future
will depend on the care with which studies are designed, the
avoidance of inappropriate use, and perhaps a better under-
standing of the problems of bias.
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Undergraduate education
in rheumatology
Most specialties are clamouring for a share in an already
overcrowded medical curriculum. Few have gathered the
teachers together from all the schools in Britain to discuss
what their specialty can contribute in educational terms. A
recent workshop in rheumatology tried to do just that.'
The teaching of any specialty has to be seen against the

background of trends in medical education. One of these is
that nowadays most medical students are brighter than their
teachers. The teacher may draw comfort from the axiom that
a wise man may learn more from a fool than a fool can from a
wise man, and that his experience may partly qualify him for
the role of "master." In teaching methods the trend is away
from passive learning and to active participation as the
emphasis on authoritarian instruction declines. Nevertheless,
every subject must be taught with an economy of effort, and,
though it is a branch of general medicine, teaching in
rheumatology means collaboration with clinical immunology
and with orthopaedic surgery. Many clinicians still seem
unaware of the other aspects of their subject that are taught
elsewhere in the curriculum. The strengths and weaknesses
of individual medical schools need also to be taken into
account: if there is an expert in gout he will have an obvious
contribution to make to the basic science teaching on purine
metabolism.
The objectives of medical education may be classified as

skills, knowledge, and attitudes. In rheumatology the skills
include an ability to examine the musculoskeletal system
(in both history taking and physical examination) and to
record the findings. Too many clinicians still seem to believe
that there are just four systems in the body and give scant
attention to the fifth, the musculoskeletal. From a proper
examination will arise the approach to differential diagnosis,
and particularly the ability to identify acute problems which
necessitate prompt referral for specialist advice. Chronic
rheumatic diseases also provide a valuable model of the
assessment of disability, and alongside that the skills in
rehabilitating such patients. Moreover, rheumatologists are
one group of clinicians who have to teach some of their
patients to accept disability-a difficult skill which it is vital
students should appreciate. Physicians also have to be aware
of their own limitations, recognising that it is not necessarily
in the patients' best interests to administer a multiplicity of
anti-inflammatory drugs when problems arise from residual
damage and not from active inflammation.

In terms of knowledge, students need to appreciate the
range of rheumatic diseases, their impact in the community,
their pathogenesis, and their management-the relief of pain
and the treatment of other aspects of the condition. Students'
enthusiasm may be roused by the breadth of the subject and
the excellent results that are obtained in conditions such as
gout, polymyalgia rheumatica, unilateral osteoarthrosis of the
hip, and many cases of rheumatoid arthritis. Rheumatology
also serves as a model for developing correct attitudes in the
management of chronic disease and in the value of co-operation
with members of the paramedical professions.
These reasons may help explain why so many students

choose rheumatology for an elective period. Though their
teachers' enthusiasm needs to take account of curriculum
constraints, the subject is ideal for educational experiments.
It would, for instance, be interesting to link a student, .a
patient, and a physician in the student's first year, with
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